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Abstract
We introduce a nonparametric representation
for graphical model on trees which expresses
marginals as Hilbert space embeddings and
conditionals as embedding operators. This
formulation allows us to define a graphical model solely on the basis of the feature
space representation of its variables. Thus,
this nonparametric model can be applied to
general domains where kernels are defined,
handling challenging cases such as discrete
variables with huge domains, or very complex, non-Gaussian continuous distributions.
We also derive kernel belief propagation, a
Hilbert-space algorithm for performing inference in our model. We show that our method
outperforms state-of-the-art techniques in a
cross-lingual document retrieval task and a
camera rotation estimation problem.

1

Introduction

Probabilistic graphical models have become a key tool
for representing structured dependencies between random variables in challenging tasks in social networks,
computational biology, natural language processing,
computer vision, and beyond. Unfortunately, most
successful applications of graphical models rely on situations where each random variable can take on only
a relatively small number of values, or, in continuous
domains, where their joint distributions are Gaussians.
In this paper, we present a novel nonparametric representation for tree-structured graphical models that
allows us to concisely represent distributions and conduct inference in highly non-Gaussian continuous settings, and in discrete settings where variables can take
on a huge number of assignments.
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At the core of our approach, we exploit the success
of kernel methods, which are able to determine nonlinear relations and make predictions from complex
and structured data (such as documents, strings, and
images; see Schölkopf et al., 2004). These results
have been achieved by applying linear techniques on
data mapped to a reproducing kernel Hilbert space
(RKHS). To date, probabilistic models using RKHS
approaches have generally been very simple, with just
two variables connected by an edge (e.g., the inputs X
and labels Y , drawn i.i.d. from a distribution PXY ).
In this paper, we are able to apply such kernel-based
techniques to any tree-structured graphical model.
In the context of graphical models, kernels have thus
far been used to represent complex structure in observed variables, but the relationship between unobserved variables has remained simple (c.f., Taskar
et al., 2004). In contrast, we define a new representation for graphical model on trees, based on
RKHS embeddings of both the node marginals and
the conditionals associated with edges between variables. We make use of recent work in formulating embeddings (Berlinet & Thomas-Agnan, 2003; Gretton
et al., 2007; Smola et al., 2007; Sriperumbudur et al.,
2008) and conditional embeddings (Song et al., 2009)
of probabilities into reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces.
These embeddings characterize the probabilities solely
on the basis of their feature space representations, thus
allowing us to deal easily with distributions on variables with complex structure and in high dimensions.
Inference (for instance, determining conditional probabilities and marginals) is key to making predictions
using graphical models, and may be conducted using
messages passed between the variables along the edges.
Such message passing approaches work well when each
node can take a small and finite set of values, or
where the distribution conforms to a known parametric model (e.g., jointly Gaussian, in the case of Weiss
& Freeman, 2001). More recently, there has been a
focus on formulating more flexible message passing algorithms on graphical models, however these rely on
either a mixture model (Sudderth et al., 2003) or a
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set of samples (Ihler & McAllester, 2009) to represent
the messages, and thus do not easily generalize to high
dimensions or structured data.
In addition to our kernel representation of the node
marginals and conditionals, we also derive kernel belief propagation, a Hilbert space version of the belief
propagation algorithm (Pearl, 1988) required for efficient inference. Unlike Ihler & McAllester (2009), for
example, who assume that the node and edge potentials are given in advance and that they can sample
from certain distributions associated with these potentials, we learn the model representation from data,
do not require sampling in the inference procedure,
and study the sample complexity of inference based
on models we learn. Our experiments on two domains, cross-language document retrieval and learning
camera orientation from images, demonstrate significant improvements of our methods over state-of-theart techniques.

2

Inference on trees

We begin by introducing undirected tree graphical
models, and describe the elimination algorithm for inferring beliefs on the marginals. Our new approach,
Kernel Belief Propagation, will later be used to express
this algorithm in terms of RKHS covariance operators.
2.1

Tree graphical models

Let T be a tree consisting of nodes V = {1, . . . , n}
and edges E, and denote by Γs = {t|(s, t) ∈ E} the
set of neighbors of node s in T . In a probabilistic
graphical model each node s ∈ V is associated with
a random variable Xs taking on values in domain Xs
This model can be compactly represented as a set of
marginals P(Xs ), one for each node s, and a set of
joints P(Xs , Xt ), each associated with an edge (s, t).
The joint distribution for all nodes is
P({Xs }ns=1 ) =

Y

P(Xs , Xt )

Y

P(Xs )1−ds ,

s∈V

(s,t)∈E

where ds := |Γs | is the cardinality of Γs . An interesting property of this undirected tree graphical model
is that one can always re-root the tree, and express
P({Xs }ds=1 ) using the root marginal P(Xr ) and a set
of conditionals P(Xs |Xπ(s) ) corresponding to directed
edges from node π(s) to node s,
P({Xs }ns=1 ) = P(Xr )

Y

P(Xs |Xπ(s) ),

(1)

s∈V\t

where we choose node r as the root and denote the
parent of a node s by π(s). Given evidence x̄t in a set
L ⊆ V \ r of leaf nodes, and a set I := V \ L \ r of

internal nodes, the marginal of the root node r is
P(Xr , {x̄t }t∈L ) =
(2)
Z
Y
Y
P(Xr )
P(x̄t |Xπ(t) )
P(Xs |Xπ(s) ).
Xs ∈X ,s∈I

t∈L

s∈I

If a particular piece of evidence is not on a leaf node,
then all of the descendants of this node (both observed
and unobserved) can be pruned for the inference step.
After pruning, this node will now be a leaf, and the
result of inference will be unchanged.
2.2

Belief propagation

The expression (2) can be computed efficiently by belief propagation (Pearl, 1988);(Jordan, 2002, Ch. 3,4).
This is done by passing messages mts from nodes t to
s, starting from the leaves and progressing up to the
root. Messages to the target node s are functions on
the state space of Xs , and are defined recursively,


Y
mut (xt )
mts (xs ) = EXt |xs 
u∈Γt \s

(3)
= EXt |xs [Mts (Xt )]
Q
where Mts (Xt ) :=
u∈Γt \s mut (Xt ) is the “premessage”. If t is a leaf node where a particular observation x̄t is provided, then it simply sends the message
mts (xs ) = P(x̄t |xs ). The belief of the root node Xr is:
Y
Br (xr ) = P(xr )
msr (xr ) = P(xr )Mrs (xr )msr (xr )
s∈Γr

(4)
for any s ∈ Γr . Note that mts may be normalized to
a unit sum for numerical stability, but this is not required for the analysis. In the case where the domains
X is discrete with small cardinality |X |, or X is continuous but the random variables are Gaussians (Weiss
& Freeman, 2001), computing the above marginal can
be carried out efficiently using the sum-product algorithm. For general continuous domains or discrete domains where |X | is too large to enumerate, however,
the expectation in (3) becomes intractable.
A number of approaches have been used to define belief propagation in higher dimensional spaces, and for
more complex probability models. Minka (2001) proposes the expectation-propagation algorithm, where
only certain moments of the messages are estimated.
Unfortunately, this method does not address distributions that cannot be well-characterized by the first few
moments. To address this problem, Sudderth et al.
(2003) represent messages as mixtures of Gaussians,
however the number of mixture components grows exponentially as the message is propagated: they alleviate this problem through subsampling. Ihler &
McAllester (2009) propose a particle BP approach,
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where messages are expressed as functions of a distribution of particles at each node, and the expectation
in (3) becomes sums over the particles. In this work,
however, the marginals P(Xs ) and joint distribution
P(Xs , Xt ) are both assumed known. Furthermore, Ihler & McAllester assume the ability to efficiently obtain samples from the space of outgoing messages given
the incoming message, which is not viable for very
complex distributions.
The key idea of our algorithm is that we use RKHS
functions to express the messages mts (xs ) between
pairs of nodes. As a result of this representation, the
messages mut (xt ) from nodes u ∈ Γt \ s can be combined in a straightforward linear operation in feature
space that implements the sum and product steps,
producing a new message mts (xs ) that remains an
RKHS function. Being defined in RKHSs, our method
has no difficulty in propagating messages on structured objects or in high dimensions. Moreover, unlike Ihler & McAllester (2009), we are not given the
marginals P(Xs ) and joint distribution P(Xs , Xt ) in
advance and we do not need to perform sampling.
Rather, all functions needed for the algorithm are
learned non-parametrically from data, and thus can
represent very complex, high-dimensional probability
models efficiently. We provide convergence guarantees
on the beliefs of the nodes, demonstrating that our
approach converges to the true beliefs in the limit of
increasing samples used to learn the RKHS representations of the conditional probabilities.

3

Hilbert space embeddings

In the present section, we define basic terms from
RKHS theory, and introduce some necessary concepts
from functional analysis. In our inference procedure on
trees, we will represent both the messages and the beliefs as functions in Hilbert spaces. Let F be an RKHS
on the separable1 metric space X , with a continuous
feature mapping ϕ(x) ∈ F for each x ∈ X . The inner
product between feature mappings is given by the positive definite kernel function k(x, x0 ) := hϕ(x), ϕ(x0 )iF ,
and for all f ∈ F and x ∈ X we have hf, ϕ(x)iF =
f (x). Examples of kernels include the Gaussian RBF
2
kernel k(x, x0 ) = exp(−σ kx − x0 k ), however kernel
functions have also been defined on graphs, time series, dynamical systems, images, and other structured
objects (Schölkopf et al., 2004).
We next define the embedding of a probability distribution in an RKHS. Let P be the set of Borel probability measures on X , and define as X the random
variable with distribution P ∈ P (samples will be
1

A Hilbert space is separable iff it has a countable orthonormal basis, which will be needed when defining singular value decompositions of infinite dimensional operators.

Table 1: Table of Notation
random variable
X
Y
domain
X
Y
observation
x
y
k(x, x0 )
l(y, y 0 )
kernel
K
L
kernel matrix
feature map
ϕ(x), k(x, ·)
φ(y), l(y, ·)
Υ
Φ
feature matrix
feature column kx = Υ> ϕ(x) ly = Φ> φ(y)
RKHS
F
G

written in lowercase). Following Berlinet & ThomasAgnan (2003); Fukumizu et al. (2004); Gretton et al.
(2007); Smola et al. (2007), we define the mapping
to F of P ∈ P as the expectation of ϕ(x) with respect to P, or µX := EX (ϕ(X)). We refer to µX
as the mean map. For all f ∈ F, we may write
EX∼P f (X) = hf, µX iF . We may think of the mean
map by analogy with a mean vector in a finite dimensional space: if F = Rd , then f ∈ Rd is some
fixed vector, X is a random vector defined on Rd with
mean2 µX , and EX∼P hf, XiF = f > µX . A characteristic RKHS is one for which the mean map is injective:
that is, distributions have a unique embedding (Sriperumbudur et al., 2008). This property holds for many
commonly used kernels on Rd , including the Gaussian,
Laplace, and B-spline kernels.
m

Given a sample DX := {xi }i=1 , an empirical estimate P
of the mean map is straightforward:
m
µ̂X := m−1 i=1 ϕ(xi ) = m−1 Υ1m , where Υ :=
[ϕ(x1 ) . . . ϕ(xm )] is an arrangement of feature space
mappings into columns (this is a slight abuse of notation, as the mappings may be infinite dimensional),
and 1m is an m × 1 column of ones.
Consider now the case where we have a joint distribution P(X, Y ) over two random variables X on X and
Y on Y. In defining a feature space characterization
of the relation between X and Y , we relate the feature
space mapping of X to F with the feature space map
of Y to a second RKHS G on Y with kernel l(y, y 0 ) (see
Table 1 for a summary of notation). The idea is to express the dependence between the feature maps of X
and Y using a generalization of covariance to feature
spaces.
A definition of covariance between RKHSs requires a
generalization of the outer product, since if x ∈ Rd and
0
y ∈ Rd , the (uncentered) covariance matrix between
random vectors X and Y is CXY := E(X Y > ). We
thus introduce the rank one operator f ⊗ g : G → F
such that
f ⊗ g(h) = hg, hiG f.
(5)
2

There is a subtlety in that the mean vector must be
shown to exist when the feature space is infinite dimensional: see (Sriperumbudur et al., 2008, Theorem 3).
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This can be understood by analogy with the finite di0
mensional case: if x ∈ Rd and y, z are vectors in Rd ,
then (x y > )z = x(y > z). Following (Baker, 1973; Fukumizu et al., 2004), we define the uncentered covariance
operator CXX : F → F such that for all f ∈ F,
hf, CXX f iF

=
=

−3

2
is Hilbert-Schmidt.3
Theorem 1 Assume CY X CXX
1
3
1
Then kÛY |X − UY |X kHS = Op (λ 2 + λ− 2 m− 2 ). If the
regularization term λ satisfies λ → 0 and mλ3 → ∞,
then kÛY |X − UY |X kHS converges in probability.

EX hf, ϕ(X) ⊗ ϕ(X)f iF
i
h
2
EX (f (X)) ;

and the uncentered cross-covariance operator CXY :
G → F, where for all f ∈ F and g ∈ G,
hf, CXY giF := EXY [f (X)g(Y )]
Empirical estimates may again be obtained by substituting sample averages: for example,
m
D
E
1 X
ˆ
f (xi )g(yi ).
f, CXY g
=
m i=1
F

4

way as is done for kernel canonical correlation analysis: see Fukumizu et al., 2007). A novel result of
the present work is the consistency of this estimator,
which is proved in the supplementary material.

Writing kx := Υ> ϕ(x), then µ̂Y |x becomes
Pm
ÛY |X φ(x) = Φ(K + λmI)−1 kx =
i=1 βx (yi )φ(yi ),
with βx (yi ) ∈ R. This estimator resembles the empirical estimate µ̂X of the unconditional mean embed1
replaced by nonding, but with the uniform weights m
uniform weights βx (yi ).
4.2

Conditional Embeddings

We now provide two main results: first, we review
the concept of the conditional distribution embedding
from Song et al. (2009), although with the addition of
a new convergence result (Theorem 1). We then apply
Bayes’ law to express the likelihood in terms of RKHS
covariance operators. These two results will form the
basis for our belief propagation algorithm in Sec. 5.

Bayes rule via embeddings

In the previous section, we used an RKHS function
µY |x ∈ G to represent P(Y |x), the posterior distribution of Y given some observed x. For the purpose of
conducting inference on graphs, we will also need to
represent the likelihood P(x|Y ) of x given Y . We now
present a kernel-based estimate of this quantity, under
the assumption P(x|Y ) ∈ G. Consider Bayes’ law,
−1
P(Y |x) = P(x|Y )P(Y ) (P(x)) .
Multiplying both sides by φ(Y ) and integrating over
Y yields
−1

4.1

Embedding conditional distributions

By analogy with the mean embedding in an RKHS,
Song et al. represent the conditional distribution
P(Y |x) via a conditional embedding µY |x , such that
for all g ∈ G,
g, µY |x

G

= EY |x [g(Y )].

A case of particular interest is when g is a Parzen window with fixed bandwidth, for which case we obtain a
(smoothed) conditional density estimate. We emphasize that µY |x now traces out a set of mean embeddings
in G, with each element corresponding to a particular
value of x. The conditional mean mapping is defined
via a conditional embedding operator UY |X : F 7→ G
−1
µY |x = UY |X ϕ(x) = CY X CXX
ϕ(x).

(6)

m

Given dataset DXY = {(xi , yi )}i=1 drawn i.i.d. from
P(X, Y ), the conditional embedding operator UY |X has
the finite sample estimate
ÛY |X =

ΦΥ> ΥΥ>
m ( m

+ λI)−1 = Φ(K + λmI)−1 Υ> , (7)

where (with some regrettable notation) we have defined the kernel matrix K := Υ> Υ with (i, j)th entry
k(xi , xj ), and the columns of Φ contain the mappings
φ(yi ). Note that we have added an additional regularizing term λ, to avoid overfitting (in much the same

EY |x [φ(Y )] = EY [φ(Y )P(x|Y )] (P(x)) .
We now define an RKHS function representing the
unnormalized likelihood of x given Y , fx (·) :=
−1
P(x|·) (P(x)) , where we assume fx (·) ∈ G: under
this assumption, fx (Y ) = hfx , φ(Y )iG . Our assumption follows directly from P(x|Y ) ∈ G, given P(x) is
constant with respect to Y . We emphasize that while
fx (·) represents the unnormalized likelihood of x, it
should be thought of a function in G indexed by x which
takes Y as an argument. Note that while fx (Y ) differs
from our original goal of P(x|Y ) by a factor P(x), this
is immaterial in the BP algorithm, where the messages
being passed need not be normalized probabilities.
To obtain an expression for fx (·) in terms of covariance operators (and hence an empirical estimate), we
replace EY |x [φ(Y )] = UY |X ϕ(x), using the conditional
embedding operator from the previous section. Then


UY |X ϕ(x) = EY hfx , φ(Y )iG φ(Y )
=

EY [φ(Y ) ⊗ φ(Y )] fx (·) = CY Y fx (·),

where in the middle line we used the definition of
the tensor product from (5). Defining AY X :=
−1
CY−1Y CY X CXX
, we obtain fx := AY X ϕ(x).
3

The Hilbert-Schmidt norm of an operator is the square
root of the sum of the squared singular values. A formal
definition is given in the supplementary material.
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For finite samples, AY X has the empirical expression
ÂY X =

>
( ΥΥ
m

+

>
ΦΦ>
λI)−1 ΥΦ
m ( m

−1

+ λI)

= mΥ((L + λmI)(K + λmI))−1 Φ> ,

(8)

where we have used the matrix inversion lemma in
the second equality, and L := Φ> Φ has (i, j)th entry
l(yi , yj ). As with the empirical ÛY |X , we apply a regularization with scaling λ. Our next theorem, which
is again proved in the supplementary material, shows
the empirical estimator to be consistent.
−3

−3

2
is HilbertTheorem 2 Assume CY Y2 CY X CXX
1
Schmidt.
Then kÂY X − AY X kHS = Op (λ 2 +
1
If λ → 0, and λ4 m → ∞, then
λ−2 m− 2 ).
kÂY X − AY X kHS converges in probability.

The function value fx (y) can be estimated
as hφ(y), ÂY P
= mkx> ((L + λmI)(K +
X ϕ(x)iG
−1
λmI)) ly = i γx (yi )l(yi , y) with γx (yi ) ∈ R.

5

BP with RKHS embeddings

We now describe our RKHS version of the belief propagation algorithm in Section 2.2. The key idea is to
represent the messages as functions in the RKHS, and
propagate the messages via conditional embedding operators. We need three main steps: First, we must
define RKHS functions representing the initial messages from the observed leaf nodes. Second, to implement the recursion in (3), we must express a message
mts ∈ Fs from t to s in terms of the incoming messages
mut ∈ Ft of the remaining neighbours of t, where the
subscript on a feature space designates its corresponding node.4 Third, we must be able to compute the
belief at the root node r as a function of all its incoming messages. We now address each of these points in
turn.
The kernel expression for the message sent from a leaf
node t to a node s is straightforward: recall from
Section 2.2 that this message is simply mts (xs ) =
P(x̄t |xs ). Consequently, we use the result from Section 4.2 that P(x̄t |·)/P(x̄t ) = Ast ϕ(x̄t ) ∈ Fs , and define mts (·) := Ast ϕ(x̄t ) ∈ Fs (the scaling by 1/P(x̄t ) is
immaterial, as we do not normalize the intermediate
messages when running the algorithm). The empirical estimate of mts is thus given by m̂ts = Υs ((Lt +
λI)(Ls + λI))−1 Υ>
t ϕ(x̄t ) = Υs βts , where we have further defined βts := ((Lt + λI)(Ls + λI))−1 Υ>
t ϕ(x̄t ).
The recursion for internal nodes in the tree is more
complex. Recall that
Y

mts (xs ) = EXt |xs
mut (Xt ) .
u∈Γt\s

4
The identity of a feature mapping ϕ is specified by the
node of its argument.

Each of messages mut (·) is a function in Ft , hence we
may write mut (Xt ) = hmut , ϕ(Xt )i.
To combine these messages, we begin by defining the
notion of inner product between an arbitrary operator
A from G to F, hf ⊗ g, AiHS = hAg, f iF , (see supplement for the formal definition of this inner product). In particular, from (5), ha ⊗ b, u ⊗ viHS =
ha, uiF hb, viG . Since we now consider the interaction
between more than two variables, we must generalize
this concept to higher dimensions. Given the tensor
product space ⊗n F and functions ai ∈ F and bi ∈ F
for i ∈ {1, . . . , n},
* n
+
n
n
O O
Y
ai ,
bi
=
hai , bi iF .
(9)
i=1

i=1

⊗n F

i=1

We can then write
*
mts (xs ) = EXt |xs

+
O

mut ,

u∈Γt \s

O

ϕ(Xt )

dt −1

,
Ht

dt := |Γt | is the number of neighbours of t, and Ht :=
N
dt −1 Ft is the tensor product space made up of dt −1
of the Ft spaces. Next, by analogy with (6), we may
write
i
hO
ϕ(Xt ) = UX dt −1 |Xs ϕ(xs ),
EXt |xs
dt −1

t

where we have defined the conditional embedding operator UX dt −1 |Xs : F → Ht . This operator embeds
t
the conditional distribution
P(Xt |xs ) using a tensor
N
product feature map dt −1 ϕ(Xt ).
N
We also define the pre-message Mts := u∈Γt \s mut ,
and obtain
D
E
mts (xs ) = Mts , UX dt −1 |Xs ϕ(xs )
.
t

Ht

The empirical expression for each incoming message
(u)
(u)
can be written m̂ut = Υt βut , where Υt contains in its columns the feature maps of the sample {xt,i }m
i=1 used to define m̂ut . The empirical estimate of the outgoing message is then m̂ts (xs ) =
hJ

i>
(u)
(Ks + λmI)−1 Υ>
s ϕ(xs ). Here
u∈Γt \s Kt βut
J
denotes elementwise multiplication for vectors, and
we have used the empirical estimate for the conditional
embedding operator and the property of tensor prod(u)
(u)
uct features. The matrix Kt := Υ>
is the Gram
t Υt
(u)
matrix between the mapped sample Υt used to define
m̂ts and the sample Υt used to define UbX dt −1 |Xs (these
t
need not be the same sample). An important point to
note, when computing the message from t, is that we
do not need to observe a joint sample across the children of t, but only samples from the pairs (xu , xt ) for
each u ∈ Γt \ s. This is essential in ensuring the resulting algorithm is useful in practice.
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Algorithm 1 Inference
In: Training features Υs , kernel Ks , ∀s ∈ V, root r.
Out: Belief Br at root.
1: Reroot the tree at node r, orient the edges in E
2: for all t ∈ V in reverse topological order do
3:
s = π(t)
4:
if t is the
J root r then
(u)
5:
βr = u∈Γr Kr βur
6:
Br = Υr βr
7:
else if t observes evidence xt then
8:
βts = ((Kt + λI)(Ks + λI))−1 Υ>
t ϕ(xt )
9:
mts = Υs βts
10:
else if t is
node then
Jan internal
(u)
11:
Wts = u∈Γt \s Kt βut
12:
βts = (Ks + λI)−1 Wts
13:
mts = Υs βts
14:
end if
15: end for

window, but one could easily replace it with another
kernel as long as this remains a function
Q in Fr ). Then
the belief can be estimated as P(Xr ) s∈Γr msr (Xr ) =
N
N
N
µr , dr +1 ϕ(Xr ) . While the results∈Γr msr
ing Parzen window estimator of the belief is biased (the
kernel bandwidth is fixed as a function of sample size),
we will see in our experiments that we can nonetheless
obtain good MAP estimators.

Finally, we compute the belief at a root node r. We
express this as the expectation of the mapping φ(xr ) ∈
Fr , since this gives us a conditional mean mapping,
which allows us to compute expectations of any test
function g ∈ Fr simply by taking an inner product.
Recalling (4), we have
h
i
Y
Br = EXr ϕ(Xr )
msr (Xr )
s∈Γr

DO
E
O
ϕ(Xr ) ,
msr ,
ϕ(Xr )
= EXr
s∈Γr

dr

Hr

Algorithm: We summarize our method in Algorithm 1. The matrix inversions for ((Kt + λI)(Ks +
λI))−1 and (Ks + λI)−1 need to be carried out only
once and can be stored for future use. Suppose m is
the number of training data, and n is the number of
nodes in the tree. Then these once-off computation
for matrix inversion requires O(nm3 ) floating point
operations in total. The major computations of the
algorithm when operating online comes from updating
the weights when new pieces of evidence xt are given
(step 3, 6 and 7). Suppose the degree of node t is dt .
Then updating each βts requires O(dt m2 ) operations,
and
for all messages the algorithm requires
P therefore
2
2
t O(dt m ) = O(nm ) operations.
Sample complexity: We now prove that our algorithm provides convergent estimates of the beliefs at
the nodes. For ease of notation, we will assume that
all variables share the same domain X , with kernel
0 ≤ k(x, x0 ) = hϕ(x), ϕ(x0 )iF ≤ 1. The following theorem demonstrates the convergence of the belief at the
nodes s of the tree, where the proof is provided in the
supplementary material.

N

where we have defined Hr :=
dr Fr as the tensor
product space of dr of the Fr spaces. Define CXrdr Xr :=
N

N
EXr ( dr ϕ(Xr )) ϕ(Xr ) the covariance operator
from Fr to Hr , then we may express the expectation
of any g ∈ Fr as
DO
E
hg, Br iFr =
msr , CXrdr Xr g
.
s∈Γr

Hr

Theorem 3 For each node s ∈ V, let Ts be the tree induced by setting node s as the root, and hi be the depth
of node i in this re-rooted tree. Let R be a constant
defined in the supplementary material. Then subject
to the assumptions required for Theorems 1 and 2 to
hold for random variables on all relevant node pairs,
1
1 P
kB̂s −Bs kF
= Op ((λ 2 + λ−2 m− 2 ) i∈Ts Rhi ).
kBs k
F

Given a function g = Υr βr , where Υr contains
the mapped sample used in the empirical estimate
CbXrdr Xr , and an empirical estimate of all incoming mes(s)

sages m̂sr = Υr βsr , the Dempirical
estimate B̂r =
E
J
(s)
Υr ( s∈Γ(r) Kr βsr ) and g, B̂r
= B̂r> Υr βr =
Fr
J
(s)
(s)
(s)
( s∈Γ(r) Kr βsr )> Kr βr , where Kr = Υ>
and
r Υr
>
Kr = Υr Υr .
One can also obtain the marginal density (or belief
in the probabilistic graphical model sense) at the root
node r by performing a Parzen window estimate at
r. If we use a Gaussian RBF kernel, we can view
the Parzen density estimator as a function in the
RKHS, i.e., P(xr ) = hµr , ϕ(xr )iFr = EXr [k(Xr , xr )]
(here we have used the RKHS kernel as the Parzen

This bound depends on the topology of the tree: if the
tree is a balanced binary tree (shallow tree), the largest
exponent of R is only log2 (n) where n is |V|; if the tree
is a long chain (deep tree), the largest exponent of R
will be n − 1. The height of the tree is related to
the number of times a message is passed through an
(empirically estimated) embedding operator.

6

Applications

We have applied our our nonparametric tree graphical
models (NTGM) in two settings: cross-lingual document retrieval (described below), and camera orientation recovery from images (described in the supplementary material). In our cross-lingual document
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(a) Chain

(b) NTGM

(c) Bilingual Topic Model

(d) Normalized File Size

(e) Tree

(f) NTGM

(g) Bilingual Topic Model

(h) Normalized File Size

Figure 1: (a) The chain graphical model used for Swedish (sv) document retrieval. (b,c,d) The recall score for
NTGM, bilingual topic model and normalized file size method for retrieving Swedish documents using languages
at the front of the chain. (e) The tree graphical model used for English document retrieval. (f,g,h) The recall
score for NTGM, bilingual topic model and normalized file size method for retrieval conditioned on document
observations from other languages.
retrieval experiments, the objective was to retrieve a
document in one language given a source document in
another. Our data were the proceedings of the European Parliament (Koehn, 2005). We chose 300 longest
documents written in 9 languages, namely Danish
(da), Dutch (nl), English (en), French (fr), German
(de), Italian (it), Portuguese (pt), Spanish (es), and
Swedish (sv). For this dataset, we treated each language as a random variable and each document as an
observation. We constructed three graphical models
over languages. Our first graph was a chain (Figure 1(a)) connecting all languages. We also produced
chains of shorter length by truncating the first languages, keeping Swedish as the tail, and thus obtaining chains of length from 2 to 9. We retrieved Swedish
documents given observations at the head of the chain.
Our second graph was a tree (Figure 1(e)) based on
linguistic similarity of the languages, where Romance
languages and Germanic languages reside in different branches. We retrieved English (en) documents
conditioned on documents from other languages. We
first provided evidence only on the leaf nodes (pt, it,
nl and sv) and then successively added evidence to
other internal nodes (es, fr, de and da). We thus
retrieved each document using multiple input documents in other languages. We repeated the experiment on a third tree, obtained from the Chow-Liu algorithm using the Hilbert-Schmidt Independence Criterion (HSIC) (Gretton et al., 2005) for the required statistical dependence measure. Again we retrieved En-

glish documents conditioned on documents from other
languages. See the supplementary material for details
of this third experiment. We also investigated some
additional tree structures, with similar results.
A key property of our method in the document retrieval application is that we do not need data for
all pairs of languages, only for those connected in
the graph. To learn a model on the graph, we
sampled 100 matching document pairs for each pair
of languages connected by an edge. The training
pairs for different edges were independently sampled. Therefore, different edges might share very
few common documents. We used TF-IDF (term
frequency inverse document frequency) as document
features, and applied a Gaussian RBF kernel, using
as the bandwidth the median distance between the
feature vectors. For preprocessing we removed stopwords (http://www.nltk.org) and performed stemming
(http://snowball.tartarus.org). We retrieved up to 50
documents, and evaluated the performance using the
recall score. All 300 documents were used as test
queries. We randomized the experiments 10 times and
report the average score.
We compared our approach against two baselines. The
first was to use document length directly as a sole feature for retrieval, since length will be roughly retained
across languages (see also the sentence alignment work
of Gale & Church, 1991). Since some languages are less
terse than others, we normalized the within-language
document length to zero mean and unit variance.
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As our second point of comparison, we employed a
polylingual topic model for document tuples (Mimno
et al., 2009). We learned a bilingual topic model for
each edge based on the training document pairs (with
stemming and stopword removal). We trained each
bilingual topic model with 50 topics using Gibbs sampling, and inferred the topic distribution for each query
document. Document retrieval in the target domain
was achieved by comparing the topic distributions of
the query and target documents. We used the JensenShannon divergence for this comparison. Since bilingual topic models were built only for each edge, we
needed to perform multiple intermediate retrievals.
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